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the unicode standard, version 10 - 259 chapter 6 writing systems and punctuation 6 this chapter begins
the portion of the unicode standard devoted to the detailed descrip-tion of each script or other related group of
unicode characters. the unicode standard, version 9 - east asia 670 in vietnam, a set of native ideographs
was created for vietnamese based on the same prin-ciples used to create new ideographs for chinese. the
unicode standard, version 10 - east asia 680 behavior, describes how to use the conjoining jamos and how
to convert between the two methods for representing korean. in vietnam, a set of native ideographs was cr
eated for vietnamese based on the same prin- the unicode® standard version 12.0 – core specification 803 chapter 22 symbols 22 the universe of symbols is rich and open-ended. the collection of encoded symbols
in the unicode standard encompasses the following: the unicode standard, version 6 - in a bidirectional
context (see unicode standard annex #9, “unicode bidirectional algo- rithm”), most symbol characters have no
inherent directionality but resolve their direc- tionality for display according to the unicode bidirectional
algorithm. the unicode standard, version 6 - learn languages - myanmar range: 1000 109f this file
contains an excerpt from the character code tables and list of character names for the unicode standard,
version 6.1
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